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ABSTRACT
The present investigation is motivated by the
simulation of high-Reynolds number massively separated flows, a challenging problem of prime interest in industry. The turbulence model is based
on a hybridization strategy which blends a variational multiscale large-eddy simulation (VMS-LES)
equipped with dynamic subgrid scale (SGS) models and a two-equation RANS model. The dynamic
procedure (Germano) allows the adaptation of the
constant of the SGS model to the spatial and temporal variation of the flow characteristics, while the
VMS formulation restricts the SGS model effects to
the smallest resolved scales [1]. The hybridization
strategy uses a blending parameter, such that a VMSLES simulation is applied in region where the grid
resolution is fine enough to resolve a significant part
of the turbulence fluctuations, while a RANS model
is acting in the regions of coarse grid resolution [2].
The capability of the proposed hybrid model to accurately predict the aerodynamic forces acting on a
circular cylinder in the supercritical regime and on
tandem cylinders are investigated.
Keywords: LES, hybrid, dynamic, VMS, blunt
body, cylinder, tandem

1. NOMENCLATURE
τLES
τRANS
µS GS
µRANS
lRANS
∆
C̄d
Cl0
Cp

SGS stress tensor
Reynolds stress tensor
SGS viscosity
RANS viscosity
RANS characteristic length
local mesh size
Drag
Lift rms fluctuations
Mean pressure coefficient

C̄ pb
St
lr
D

Mean base pressure coefficient
Strouhal number
Recirculation length
Cylinder diameter

2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
This work takes place in a study of a numerical simulation method suited to industrial problems,
equipped with turbulence models adapted to the simulation of turbulent flows with massive separations
and vortex shedding. Recent publications concerning this study can be found in [1],[2]. The numerical
methods are of low order, applicable on unstructured
tetrahedral meshes, and involve numerical dissipation. But this dissipation is made of sixth-order derivatives and very low, and advective accuracy can be
as high as fifth order on Cartesian region of the mesh.
The main issue which then arises is the choice of turbulence modelling which can combine well with this
numerical technology.
In order to address high Reynolds number flows,
we have to consider RANS-LES hybridization as in
Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) [3, 4]. However
DES is not designed for computing subcritical flows
for which pure LES is a natural approach. Now, it is
important to have a LES mode as accurate as possible. For example, the shear layer between main
flow and wake can suffer from the tendancy of a
Smagorinsky-like model to reinforce the filtering in
these regions. Two techniques are considered to improve the accuracy of the LES component. First, the
time-space strength of the filter is controlled by a dynamic process. Second, the width of the filter is numerically controlled by using a variational multiscale
formulation.
The present work focuses on the following
items:
• The evaluation of dynamic and hybrid VMSLES models on the prediction of vortex

shedding flows

• The simulation of the flow around circular and
square cylinders : these flows involve many features and difficulties encountered in industrial
problems and are studied in well documented
benchmarks. They are also the first step before
the computation of array of cylinders (offshore
oil and gas industries, civil engineering, aeronautics)

3. NUMERICAL MODEL
The spatial discretization is based on a mixed
finite-volume finite-element formulation, with degrees of freedom located at nodes i of the tetrahedrization. The finite volume part is integrated on a dual
mesh built in 2D from median (Figure 1), in 3D
from median plans. The diffusive fluxes are eval-

Figure 1. Dual cell in 2D
uated by a finite-element method, whereas a finitevolume method is used for the convective fluxes. The
numerical approximation of the convective fluxes at
the interface of neighboring cells is based on the Roe
scheme [5].
In order to obtain second-order accuracy in
space, the Monotone Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws reconstruction method (MUSCL) [6] is
used, in which the Roe flux is expressed as a function
of reconstructed values of the discrete flow variable
Wh at each side of the interface between two cells.
We refer to [7] for details on the definition of these
reconstructed values. We just emphasize that particular attention has been paid to the dissipative properties of the resulting scheme since this is a key point
for its successful use in LES. The numerical (spatial)
dissipation provided by this scheme is made of sixthorder space derivatives [7] and this is concentrated
on a narrow-band of the highest resolved frequencies.
This is expected to limit undesirable damping by numerical dissipation of the large scales. Moreover, a
parameter γS directly controls the amount of introduced viscosity and can be explicitly tuned in order
to reduce it to the minimal amount needed to stabilize
the simulation.
Time integration uses an implicit second-order
backward differencing scheme. In [7], it is shown
that when used in combination with moderate time
steps, the time dissipation is also quite small.

Figure 2. Building the VMS coarse level

4. TURBULENCE MODEL: VMS-LES
The Variational Multiscale (VMS) model for the
large eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent flows has
been introduced in [8] in combination with spectral methods. In [9], an extension to unstructured
finite volumes is defined. That method is adapted
in the present work. Let us explain this VMS-LES
approach in a simplified context. Assume the mesh
is made of two embedded meshes, corresponding to
a P1 -continuous finite-element approximation space
Vh with the usual basis functions Φi vanishing on all
vertices but vertex i. Let be V2h its embedded coarse
subspace V2h . Let Vh0 be the complementary space:
Vh = V2h ⊕ Vh0 . The space of small scales Vh0 is
spanned by only the fine basis functions Φ0i related
to vertices which are not vertices of V2h . We write
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations as follows:
∂W
+ ∇ · F(W) = 0 where W = (ρ, ρu, ρE). The
∂t
P
VMS-LES discretization writes for Wh = Wi Φi :
!


∂Wh
, Φi + (∇ · F(Wh ), Φi ) = − τLES (Wh 0 ), Φi 0 .(1)
∂t
For a test function related to a vertex of V2h , the RHS
vanishes, which limits the action of the LES term to
small scales. In practice, embedding two unstructured meshes Vh and V2h is a constraint that we want
to avoid. The coarse level is then built from the agglomeration of vertices/cells as sketched in Figure
2: It remains to define the model term τLES (Wh0 ).
This term represents the SGS stress term, acting only
on small scales Wh0 , and computed from the small
scale component of the flow field by applying either a
Smagorinsky or a WALE SGS model, [10], the constants of these models being eventually evaluated by
the Germano-Lilly dynamic procedure [11, 12]. The
main property of the VMS formulation is that the
modeling of the unresolved structures is influencing
only the small resolved scales, as described in Figure
3, in contrast with, for example the usual Smagorinsky model. This implies two main properties. First,
the backscatter transfer of energy to large scales is
not damped by the model. Second, the model is naturally unable to produce an artificial viscous layer at
a no-slip boundary, or in shear layers.

5. TURBULENCE MODEL:
RANS/VMS-LES

HYBRID

The computation of massively separated flows
at high Reynolds numbers on unstructured meshes

!
∂Wh
, Φi + (∇ · F(Wh ), Φi ) =
∂t




−θ τRANS (hWi), Φi − (1 − θ) τLES (Wh0 ), Φ0i (5)

Figure 3. VMS principle

can be addressed with three families of models.
Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) is robust
but shows accuracy problems in flow regions with
massive separation (such as the flow around bluffbodies). LES, and in particular our VMS-LES is
more expensive than RANS, since a very fine resolution -somewhat comparable to DNS- is required
in boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers. Hybrid formulations combine RANS and LES in order
to exploit the advantages of the two approaches. Our
goal is to build and evaluate a hybrid RANS/VMSLES. The central idea of the proposed hybrid VMS
model is to correct the mean flow field obtained with
a RANS model by adding fluctuations given by a
VMS-LES approach wherever the grid resolution is
adequate. Our hybrid model can be shortly derived
as follows.
First, let us write the semi-discretization of the
RANS equations :
 ∂hW i

h
(∇ · F(hWh i), Φi ) =
∂t , Φi +


− τRANS (hWh i), Φi (2)
in which hWh i denotes the RANS variables.
An equation for the resolved fluctuations
= Wh − hWh i, where Wh denotes the VMS-LES
variables that satisfy Eqs. (1), can then be derived by
substracting Eqs. (1) and (2) :
Whc

!
∂Wh c
, Φi + (∇ · F(Wh ), Φi ) − (∇ · F(hWh i), Φi )
∂t

 

= τRANS (hWi), Φi − τLES (Wh 0 ), Φ0i (3)
To identify the regions where the additional fluctuations need to be computed, i.e. the regions where
the grid resolution is adequate for VMS-LES, a
blending function θ is introduced, which smoothly
varies between 0 and 1, and which allows to recover
the RANS approach for θ = 1 and the VMS-LES
model for θ = 0. Thus Eqs. (3) become
!
∂Wh c
, Φi + (∇ · F(Wh ), Φi ) − (∇ · F(hWh i), Φi )
∂t
h
 
i
= (1 − θ) τRANS (hWi), Φi − τLES (Wh 0 ), Φ0i (4)
In order to avoid the solution of two systems of
equations, Eqs (2) and (4) are recasted together as
follows :

where Wh denotes now the hybrid variables. The
blending function θ = tanh(ξ2 ) is defined either by
a prescription of the user (zonal option) or from
ξ = µS GS /µRANS or ξ = ∆/lRANS . The RANS
component used in the proposed hybrid approach
is the k − ε model proposed by Goldberg and
Ota [13]. The hybrid variables then write Wh =
(ρh , ρh uh , ρh Eh , ρh kh , ρh εh ).

6. RESULTS
For the simulations presented in this section,
characteristic based conditions are used at the inflow and outflow as well as the lateral surface. In
the spanwise direction, periodic boundary conditions
are applied. No-slip conditions are imposed on the
walls for moderate Reynolds numbers and a wall
law approach is used for higher Reynolds numbers.
The freestream Mach number is set to 0.1 in order
to make a sensible comparison with incompressible
simulations in the literature. Preconditioning is used
to deal with the low-Mach number regime. For all
simulations, starting from a uniform flow and once
the flow is established, statistics are computed by
averaging in time for, at least, 30 vortex-shedding
cycles.

6.1. CIRCULAR CYLINDER - SUBCRITICAL
The presented results are compared with other
LES computations [14, 15, 16] and with measurements [16, 17, 18]. The flow around a cylinder is
strongly dependent on the turbulence which exists in
the inflow and the turbulence which is created along
the wall boundary layer after the stagnation point. In
the case where the inflow involves no turbulence, turbulence is created on the wall at a sufficiently high
critical Reynolds number, corresponding to the drag
crisis. This Reynolds number is between 300, 000
and 500, 000. Under this number, the flow is subcritical and, in short the boundary layer flow is laminar. In this case, we put θ = 0 in our model, which
means that the VMS-LES model is combined with a
laminar boundary layer, an option which is justified
when the turbulence arising is essentially wake turbulence. We consider first a rather low Reynolds
of 3900 and analyse in which conditions a better prediction is obtained with a very coarse mesh (290, 000
vertices) and a medium mesh (1, 400, 000 vertices).
The WALE SGS is used, and we compare the association of VMS-WALE with dynamic limitation and
without. The effect of dynamic limitation results in
a global reduction of SGS viscosity, see for example
the contours of SGS viscosity obtained at Reynolds
20, 000 which are depicted in Figure 5. Surprisingly,
the effect on wake velocity is small in general, but
yet rather notable at the limit of wake, see Figures

VMS
VMS dyn.
VMS
VMS dyn.
LES
Lee(Min)
Lee(Max)
Kravchenko
(Min)
(Max)
Parneaudeau
(Min)
(Max)
Experiments
Parneaudeau
(Min)
(Max)
Norberg
(Min)
(Max)
Ong(Min)
Ong(Max)

Mesh
270K
270K
1.4M
1.4M

Cd
0.96
0.97
0.94
0.94

lr /D
1.06
1.08
1.47
1.47

−C pb
0.94
0.93
0.81
0.85

St
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

7.7M
7.7M

0.99
1.04

1.35
1.37

0.89
0.94

0.209
0.212

0.5
2.4M

1.04
1.38

1.
1.35

0.93
1.23

0.193
0.21

44M
44M

-

1.56
1.56

-

0.207
0.209

-

1.51
1.51

-

0.206
0.210

0.94
1.04
-

-

0.83
0.93
-

0.205
0.215

Table 1.
Bulk quantities for Re=3900 flow
around a cylinder (VMS-WALE vs VMS-WALE
dynamic)

Figure 4. Cylinder, Re=3900: Mean streamwise
velocity profiles at x/D = 1.06, 1.54 and 2.02 and
a zoom of the x/D = 1.06 cut (finer grid).

Figure 5. Cylinder, Re=20,000: viscosity ratio
µS GS /µ - non-dynamic VMS versus dynamic VMS

Figure 6. Cylinder, Re=20,000: turbulence intensity in the axis of wake: Dynamic improves
LES (top) and strongly improves VMS (bottom).

Mesh

Cd

lr
D

St

C L0

Cd0

1.2M
1.2M

2.08
2.06

0.74
0.82

0.127
0.128

1.38
1.28

0.25
0.24

110K
3.8M
3.7M

1.66
2.77
2.1

0.89
2.96
-

0.07
0.15
0.133

0.38
1.79
1.22

0.1
0.27
0.21

2.1
2.21

0.88
-

0.133
0.13

1.21

0.18

VMS:
dyn.
LES
(Min)
(Max)
DNS
Exp.
Lyn
Luo

Table 2. Square cylinder, Re=22, 000: Bulk coefficients (LES: Rodi ; DNS: Verstappen)

4. Global coefficients are also slightly improved, see
Table 1.
A second example is the flow around the circular
cylinder with Reynolds number of 20, 000. In Figure
5 we show the rather high variation between the VMS
viscosity with and without the dynamic control. The
impact of the dynamic procedure on the turbulence
intensity along the axis of the wake is important as
shown in Figure 6.

6.2. SQUARE CYLINDER
As a second example to show the interest in
combining VMS and dynamic control, we computed
a classical workshop test case [19]. The incompressible flow around a square cylinder at Reynolds
22, 000 and zero angle of attack is considered. The
VMS-LES option is applied on a mesh of 1.2M vertices. The influence of the dynamic procedure on
the evaluation of the bulk coefficients is quite small,
as shown in Table 2 which also compares the current computation with LES results from [20, 21] and
measurements from [22, 23, 24]. Conversely the deviation to measurements of the mean velocity profiles
is greatly reduced when the dynamic control is used,
see Figures 7,8.

Figure 7.
Square cylinder, Re=22K: mean
streamwise velocity on the wake center-line.

Figure 8.
Square cylinder, Re=22K: mean
streamwise velocity at x/D = 1.

6.3. CIRCULAR CYLINDER - SUPERCRITICAL
We now address the flow around a circular cylinder at a Reynolds 1 million, higher than the critical
one. We propose to compare the results of three options, (a) θ = 0, that is RANS, (b) θ = 1, that is VMSWALE, (c) hybrid RANS-VMS-WALE. Moreover,
we try to get reasonable results with a medium-sized
mesh of 1.2 million vertices. The available experiments are scarce, [22, 23, 24], and show some scatter. Numerical results are found [20, 21]. They
present a even higher scatter (Table 3). Among options (a),(b),(c), we observe that the hybrid calculation is in a rather good agreement with the measurements.

6.4. TANDEM CYLINDERS
The last case concerns the flow around two cylinders in tandem, at Re=1.66 × 105 . This test case
was studied in an AIAA workshop, see [25]. Among
the conclusions of the workshop, adressing this case
with LES was considered as a too difficult task with

Figure 9. Flow around a circular cylinder at Re=1
million: vorticity field.

URANS
VMS WALE
Hybrid:
VMS-WALE
Catalano:
URANS
LES
LES Kim
Exp.:
Shih
Gölling
Zdravkovich:
(Min)
(Max)

Mesh

Cd

Cl0

−C pb

St

1.2M
1.2M

0.24
0.36

0.06
0.22

0.25
0.22

0.46
0.10

1.2M

0.24

0.17

0.28

0.17

2.3M
2.3M
6.8M

0.40
0.31
0.27

0.12

0.41
0.32
0.28

0.31
0.35
-

0.24
-

-

0.33
-

0.10

0.2
0.4

0.1
0.15

0.2
0.34

0.18
0.18

Hybrid VMS dyn.
Numerical results
Lockard (2011)
DES Aybay (2010)
HRLES Vatsa (2010)
Experiments

Mesh

C d Cyl. 1

C d Cyl. 2

2.59M

0.64

0.38

2M-133M
6.7M
8.7M

0.33-0.80
0.64
0.64
0.64

0.29-0.52
0.44
0.45
0.31

Table 4. Tandem cylinders: bulk coefficients (experimental coefficients are computed by integrating experimental pressure of Neuhart).

Table 3. Flow around a circular cylinder at Rey=1
million: bulk coefficients.

existing computers. Results of DES-based computations were much closer to measurements. We have
computed the case with a mesh of 2.59M nodes. Two
modeling options were considered: (a) RANS and
(b) Hybrid VMS-LES-WALE dynamic. An idea of
the impact of these options on the resulting flow is
proposed in Figure 10. Some comparison of bulk
coefficients is given in Table 4 in which the other
computational figures are taken from [26] and for
Lockard and Aybay from [25]. Experimental outputs
are taken from [27]. Drag for the first cylinder shows
a small scatter with the various hybrid calculations.
The simulation around the second cylinder is more
challenging as also illustrated by the pressure distributions (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Tandem of cylinders: Mean pressure
coefficient distribution and mean Cd .

Figure 10. Tandem cylinders: Vorticity magnitude - Hybrid VMS versus RANS.

7. CONCLUSION, PERSPECTIVES
The main effect of dynamic control of SGS viscosity is a significant reduction of the amount of SGS
viscosity in VMS-LES. The impact in VMS-LES is

smaller than for pure LES but still non-negligible. In
a large part of the tested cases we observe that the
dynamic procedure brings a sensible improvement to
the agreement with reference data. Then a strategy
for blending RANS and VMS-LES is presented. The
supercritical flow around a circular cylinder is reasonably well predicted by the proposed VMS hybrid
model. The tandem cylinder case shows at the same
time some improvement and that further research is
necessary.
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